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The SFO’s Corporate Co-operation Guidance: Clarifying the Burdens of 

Cooperation, but Keeping the Benefits Obscure 

 Last week the UK Serious Fraud Office (“SFO”) published its long-anticipated guidance on the steps 
companies should take when choosing to cooperate with the agency’s investigations. A mere five pages long, 
the SFO’s Corporate Co-operation Guidance (the “Guidance”) nevertheless provides welcome insight on what 
the SFO takes cooperation to mean, and what actions will be perceived as inconsistent with cooperation. The 
Guidance is focused on two areas: (1) preserving and providing material (e.g., electronic communications, 
financial records, etc.) to the SFO; and (2) providing the SFO with witness accounts (i.e., interview memoranda 
or notes) and navigating attendant privilege issues. The latter section of the Guidance is notably double-edged, 
offering clarity with a cost by imposing an additional burden when asserting claims of privilege over witness 
accounts. While a step in the direction of clarity, the Guidance leaves certain key questions unanswered and 
indicates potential points of tension with equivalent guidance provided by the U.S. Department of Justice 
(“DOJ”). 
 

I. Overview 
 
 Much of the Guidance simply restates good investigative procedure and will look familiar to white 

collar and financial crime practitioners in the U.S. and UK. Despite the Guidance’s disclaimer that “co-

operation means that no checklist exists that can cover every case,” the document looks and feels like a checklist, 

especially across its middle three pages, where it ticks off bulleted steps that the SFO views as consistent with 

cooperation. Rather than a deficiency, the checklist approach is refreshingly simple, direct, and clear, and seems 

more likely to produce concrete results than the use of amorphous standards. For companies considering 

cooperation, the SFO’s stringent expectations and the consequent burden on the company, in terms of time, 

resources, and transparency, are now clearer than they have ever been.  

 The Guidance’s primary drawback is that any potential benefit a company gains for taking on the 

burden of cooperation is left unclear. The Guidance is nearly silent on what form the benefit will take or how 

cooperation will be factored into the SFO’s broader decision-making process around the resolution of an 

investigation. Although perhaps to be expected in light of the SFO’s previous reticence to issue guidance 

documents, it heavily caveats any suggestion that an organisation’s adherence to the terms of the Guidance will 

deliver a particular result. For instance, the Guidance notes that: (1) “even full, robust co-operation . . . does 

not guarantee any particular outcome”; (2) “each case will turn on its own facts”; and (3) an “organisation’s co-

operation is only one of many factors” that the SFO will take into account when deciding how an organisation 

should be treated. Companies understandably want to know what benefits they are likely to receive in exchange 

for cooperating with an SFO investigation. The SFO, on the other hand, wants to preserve discretion to weigh 

up the value of cooperation as appropriate given the wider circumstances. Thus, while the SFO’s baseline 

expectations for cooperation have become much clearer, the mechanism by which cooperation credit will be 

given for meeting those expectations remains unhelpfully murky. The SFO may rightly feel that it has sufficient 

leverage over its investigative targets to make this asymmetry work. However, the risk is that companies will be 

aware only of the upfront cost of cooperation, but not its potential return, and thus will be under-incentivized 

to cooperate with the SFO. This issue will be most acute in situations where a company is not the target of an 

investigation, but would consider self-reporting misconduct to gain closure and reduce future exposure. The 

SFO’s cooperation carrot may seem too uncertain. 

 



 

 

 Nevertheless, the Guidance is a step toward clarity. It confirms what the SFO views as appropriate 

investigative steps for companies to take in the context of cooperation. It likewise offers direction on specific 

investigative steps in key areas, including preservation and production of electronic data, production of 

company financial information, and the handling of company staff as witnesses during internal investigations. 

The Guidance is particularly useful when it comes to the treatment of digital evidence and devices, which is an 

area of perennial concern for corporate counsel in light of rapidly evolving corporate and personal 

communication technologies and the varied retention, encryption, and BYOD practices employed across 

different companies. The Guidance is similarly straightforward and prescriptive when it comes to the 

preservation and production of financial records and analysis. Despite keeping the precise benefits of 

cooperation obscure, the SFO has taken a significant step in clarifying what cooperation means in practice.  

II. Guidance Highlights: The Hallmarks of Full Cooperation  
 
 The SFO identifies the following steps, among others, as forming part of full cooperation by any 

organisation:  

• Reporting actual or suspected wrong-doing within a reasonable time of the issue or suspicions 

coming to light 

• Identifying responsible employees without regard to seniority or position; likewise not pinning 

undue blame on employees or tipping employees off to the existence of an investigation  

• Observing best practice in the preservation and production of corporate data and notifying the 

SFO when the company suspects data may have been lost, deleted, or destroyed 

• Providing relevant material to the SFO promptly, in a structured format, and on a rolling basis 

where appropriate  

• Providing relevant material that is held abroad if it is in the possession or under the control of the 

company 

• Providing a privilege log that states the basis for asserting privilege 

• Making accountants or appropriate members of staff available to speak about financial records and 

money flow when requested  

• Providing the SFO with background information concerning industry knowledge and common 

practices  

• Providing information about other market actors to help advance the SFO’s investigation 

• Keeping the SFO closely informed regarding key developments with potential witnesses 

• Refraining from sharing or inviting comment from a witness on another person’s account or 

showing the witness documents that they have not previously seen 

• Providing notes of witness interviews and preparing to waive privilege over such notes where it 

would otherwise apply 

• Consulting with the SFO before interviewing witnesses or taking disciplinary action against staff 

involved in the investigation  

 At least two points stand out here as potential irritants in the cooperation process. The first is that 

cooperating companies are expected to disclose foreign-held data within their control. This will no doubt create 

conflicts with foreign data privacy and data protection laws. The SFO will need to adjudicate such conflicts on 

a case-by-case basis, but the larger potential fines under the EU General Data Protection Regulation will no 

doubt make this a challenging trade-off for companies that otherwise would like to offer full cooperation with 

regard to their global data.  

 



 

 

 The second point relates to the requirement to have independent counsel certify the existence of 

privilege over interview memoranda and similar documents that a company intends to withhold on the basis of 

privilege. While perhaps understandable that the SFO does not want to take a company’s word for it, the 

requirement to have independent counsel certify each privilege assertion will be cumbersome, time-consuming, 

and costly. Time will tell, but the added burden of certification may prove to be a significant stumbling block 

for companies otherwise poised to offer full and timely cooperation.  

III. Comparison with U.S. Practice: The Benefits of Cooperation; 

Handling Witnesses; Waiving Privilege   
 
 There are three areas where the Guidance diverges notably from the equivalent U.S. practice under 
DOJ’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Corporate Enforcement Policy (the “FCPA” and “FCPA Policy”):  
 

1. The benefits of cooperation:  The FCPA Policy, which is controlling for FCPA enforcement actions 
and used as “nonbinding guidance” for criminal prosecutions outside of the FCPA context, expressly 
provides for: (1) a “presumption” that DOJ will decline to prosecute companies that voluntarily self-
disclose, fully cooperate, and timely and appropriately remediate underlying issues; and (2) a 25% 
penalty reduction for companies that do not voluntarily self-disclose, but nevertheless do cooperate 
and remediate.  
 
To be sure, there are still ambiguities regarding how the FCPA Policy will ultimately be administered, 
but the commitment to some form of concrete incentive for cooperation offers companies far greater 
certainty as to what they can expect if their cooperation is successful. While the SFO and DOJ appear 
to take a similar view that cooperation is just “one of many factors” that they will consider in 
determining how to resolve an investigation, the SFO’s Guidance does not provide a company with 
any real certainty about the benefits that it might receive for cooperating. 
 

2. Handling witnesses:  In a March 2019 update to the FCPA Policy, DOJ explained that although it 
may ask a company to de-conflict “witness interviews and other investigative steps that a company 
intends to take as part of its internal investigation with steps that [DOJ] intends to take as part of its 
investigation,” it “will not take any steps to affirmatively direct a company’s internal investigation 
efforts.” Further, in light of a May 2019 S.D.N.Y. decision in United States v. Connolly, DOJ may now 
also be concerned about even creating the appearance of providing such direction, as it would increase 
the risk of a company’s investigative actions being imputed to the government (which brings along 
attendant constitutional protections). See S.D.N.Y. Decision May Have Outsized Implications on 
DOJ’s “Outsourcing” of Investigations.  
 
In contrast, the SFO’s Guidance asks companies to obtain pre-approval before speaking with 
witnesses, and directs companies on types information and documents should not be shared with those 
witnesses. 
 

3. Waiving privilege:  The SFO’s Guidance contemplates that a company should – notably the language 
does not say “shall” – consider waiving privilege over interview memoranda in furtherance of its 
cooperation in an SFO investigation. 
 
In contrast, the FCPA Policy expressly states that a company need not waive attorney-client privilege 
or work product protections as part of its cooperation in a DOJ investigation. That SFO and DOJ 
guidance take markedly different approaches here is important because a company making a selective 
disclosure of privileged materials to the SFO opens itself up to the argument that it has waived privilege 
with regard to the subject matter of those disclosures. 

https://www.quinnemanuel.com/the-firm/publications/sdny-decision-may-have-outsized-implications-on-doj-s-outsourcing-of-investigations/
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IV. Conclusion 
 
 The Guidance offers welcome and much-needed insight into how the SFO thinks about corporate 

cooperation and sets forth the investigative steps it expects companies to take. The nature of the benefits that 

will flow to cooperating companies remains obscure, however, and the Guidance lacks the presumption of 

declination offered by DOJ. Moreover, potential issues with the Guidance related to foreign data protection 

laws and the requirement for the independent legal certification of privilege assertions may further complicate 

a company’s decision to cooperate.  

 
*** 

 
If you have any questions about the issues addressed in this memorandum, or if you would like a copy of any 
of the materials mentioned in it, please do not hesitate to reach out to: 
 
Sandra Moser 
Email: sandramoser@quinnemanuel.com 
Phone: +1 202-538-8333  
 
Graham O'Donoghue 
Email: grahamodonoghue@quinnemanuel.com 
Phone: +44 20 7653 2036  
 
Marc Hedrich 
Email: marchedrich@quinnemanuel.com 
Phone: +1 202-538-8121 
 
 
To view more memoranda, please visit https://www.quinnemanuel.com/the-firm/publications/ 
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